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Here you can find the menu of Bean in Rochdale. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on the food list.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What 146DDL likes about Bean:

First time we’ve been in here as we’ve always chosen to go in M&S cafe instead as you know you are going to
get fresh food and cakes and a nice coffee in there. There was hardly any one in which was about 12 ish. Staff

meme we serving was very pleasant who explained their range of new Christmas drinks The mint choc hot
chocolate was lovely and the millionaire mocha also The lemon cupcake was very fresh and full of fi... read

more. What G1655IBchrish doesn't like about Bean:
Sorry what a let down enjoy coming here for a coffee and cake but today waiting for the coffee to come only to
find out it was left on the side in a takeaway mug ? When I asked why was told that they had run out of cups ?
But the next customer order was in a cup ? When I said was not happy I was snapped at by the waitress ? The
whole cafe appeared chaotic and the waitress shouting out the orders spoils the atmosphere... read more. For
the small hunger in between, Bean from Rochdale offers delicious sandwiches, healthy salads, and other
small dishes, as well as hot and cold drinks, Inthemorning a delicious brunch is offered here. Of course, we

must not forget the comprehensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Halloum�
HALLOUMI

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Drink�
DRINKS

Shish�
MINT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Coffe�
MOCHA

DECAF

COFFEE

CARAMEL LATTE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

BEANS

PESTO

TOMATE

CARAMEL
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